Lesson 09 Choosing the Right Word

Across
1. The eastern sky was beginning to lighten. In just a few minutes he would no longer need the ____ that flickered bravely beside him.
4. "No wonder I was so eager to leave ____ at night to follow Jesus", mused John. "It was trading a life in darkness for a life in the light of Jesus."
6. God in the person of Jesus. Jesus the ____, who had made everything with His word. His word was so powerful that all He had to do was speak & it came into being.
7. That was it! His words were a ____-a ____ of love & of life. And that ____ was there at the beginning, before the world was even formed.
8. John dipped his ____ into the ink & held it poised over the paper. He had been thinking about this for a long time. The others who had known Jesus personally were all gone now; John was the only one left.
9. FTWTF - Title
10. John sat at his simple ____ desk, a clean piece of parchment on the crude surface before him. The eastern sky was beginning to lighten.
11. [Monday's lesson] Read John 1:1-5. In your Bible study journal, ____ the power text in words that help you understand what John was trying to say.

Down
2. FTWTF - PowerPoint
3. FTWTF - Power Text
5. The thoughts were coming faster than the reed could keep up. Someone listening would have heard the sound of scratching interrupted only by brief pauses to dip for ink. And one quick ____ to blow out the lamp that was no longer needed, for by now the light had come.
6. [Tuesday's lesson] Take your Bible into a dark place with a flashlight or candle. Read Genesis 1:1-3. Blow out the ____ or turn off the flashlight & think about what it would be like to live in darkness. Thank God for the light of Jesus.
9. At his age he didn't always sleep well anymore, so he was often up before the sun. No matter. He liked this time of day best, the time when the first ____ of morning chased the night across the sky. He reveled in the promise of life that began each new day.

PowerPoint
Jesus the Creator & the messenger of light & life.

FTWTF means:
Find The Word That Fits

Can't find an answer?
Check your Guide or quarterly!

Power Text
"In the beginning was the Word, & the Word was with God, & the Word was God." "In him was life, & that life was the light of men"
John 1:1,4